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and. rloe-Ci- not -signify tnai: 't'h� nN>d•.iat. .:.s a-p!J�V'i°d te the sxel1.udon 
of atllBr oorn.p�r� le �roduc�a. 
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Introduction . • . . • • • • • • • . • . . • • . Fred E. Shubeck 
�esearch Manager 
1980 was an unusual year. ·A late frost on May 8 injured the 
first alfalfa crop and a hail storm on June 6 destroyed most of 
the soybeans and small grains. Soybeans and part of the corn 
were replanted. On August 25, a second hail storm destroyed 
the replanted beans and part of the corn. In addition, the 
seasons rainfall was 7.73 inches below normal by the end of 
July. The amount of hail damage varied with different loca­
tions on the farm. Experiments in areas with less hail damage 
were harvested and yields recorded in the annual report. Great 
care should be taken when applying these results because similar 
environmental conditions may not occur again for several years. 
The hail storms severely damaeed buildings, certain pieces 
of equipment, shade trees; and fruit trees in addition to the 
grain and forage crops. A conservative esti�ate of damage would 
be $20,000. Asphalt shingles were replaced on several roofs. 
Green thumb personnel replaced damaged siding and painted several 
out-buildings and also the office building. Attempts were made 
to salvage as much of the crop as possible. After the first hail 
storm, remains of the oats, wheat, barley, and alfalfa were cut 
for silage. This amounted to approximately ··sa tons. · �fter the ...... 
second hail storm ) corn, sorghum, and sunflowers were cut for 
silaee. This added 800 mo!'e :·tons to .our feed supply. Sunflowers 
survived the first hail storm quite well but most of the heads 
were cut off by the second storm. 
The new feedlot is nearly compl·ete. This facility will 
p.reatly Lmprove the Experimental Farm's research potential for 
cattle feeding research. A new type of high density shelterbelt 
was planted on the north and west sides of the feedlot. Rows 
were planted in pa:i:rs six feet apart with 35 feet between each 
pair. This arrangement allows snow to accumulate in the wider 
spaces without breaking off or tearing down branches or trees 
that occurs occasionally with normal row spacing. 
Most of the scheduled crop tours and field days were cancelled 
because of the two hail storms. However, one proup from the Sioux 
City area had left for a scheduled tour of eastern South Dakota 
and the Experiment Farm before the hail storm occurred. These 
visitors were shown pictures and slides of previous years results. 
A total of 41 meetings were held in the office buildinF, in 
1980. These included extension clubs, adult education meetinzs, 
judgin� schools, elections, and other local groups. 
For the first time, the solar drying was used to dry barley. 
One filling of corn was also dried. Both crops were erown on 
neighborin1 farms outside the hailed area. 
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In summary ) we had a very difficult year. Very little agro­
nomic data was obtained. We had some good experiments in progress 
on replanting and double cropping· that were initiated after the 
first hail storm, but the second hail storim destroyed them. We 
tried to make the best of the situation by utilizing crop remains 
for silage. 
·Table 1. TEfmperatur�·s at the ·.southeast Experiment Farm : � .. i. (.., '. 
1980 Departure from 
Av. Te.-npe�ature '. CF) l �8 Year Average 28 Year Average 
Month 
January 
Februa:t'y 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October ' 
November 
December 
Maximum Minimum � 
29.8 8.5 
· 2:6 .o 6":. 3 
L 39 �lf 19. 2 · · 
:53. 7 · 34. 6 ., 
75.3 '+5.7 
82.2 56.4 
90;5 61.3 
84.0 .. ;59. 2 .. 
77. 1 48.4 
so .. 7 31.5 
so·. 1 24 .·9 
31.8 10.2 
Icomputea"from daily observation. 
Maximum Minimum Maximum Minim.um 
25.1 i+ .·O ·+3. 7 +4.5 
31. 9 - 10.3 -5.9 -4.0 
1+3.2 22 .a -3.8 -2.8 
61.2 3·5. 5 +2. 5 - .9 
7"3 .:s '+7.3 +1.7 -1.6 
82.9 57.3 - .7  - .9 
a:1. ·g 62.1 +2. 6 - .8 
85.9 59.7 -1.9 - .5 
76.0 49. 2 +1. 1 - .8 
65.5 40.4 -4.8 -8.9 
46.3 24. l  .:,.4 .4 + .8 
31.5 11. 2 + .3 -1.0 
Tab�e 2. · Precipitation at the Southeast Experiment Farm 
Precipitation 29-year Departure 
. 1980 Average from 28-yr. 
Month (inches) (inchec,l Ave.(inches) 
January . 21 .49 - . 28 
February .94 1.11 - .17 
March . 30 1.40 -1.10 
April .98 2.36 -1.38 
Hay 2. 17 3.22 -1.os 
June 2.12 3,93 -1.81 
July 1.25 3.19 , -1. 94 
August 6.49 3.00 +3.49 
September 1.09 2.64 -1.55 
October 1.1a 1.58 - .40 
Novet!lber . 03 1.01 - .98 
December • 54 .68 - .14 
Total 17.30 24.61 -7.31 
PLANT POPULATIOtW FOR CORU 
F. Shubeck and B. Lawr.�nsen 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. What planting rates should be used with a heat tolerant hybrid 
like P�3709 in a .series. of dry years with no subsoil moi�ture 
at planting time? Would it be wise to keep populations up a 
little -higher than you would for· a hybrid without the heat 
tolerant feature? 
2. Is it better to select a semi-prolific hybrid like Frundts 
BSOOA. �educe tbe �l&nt:in6 ra�e in a dry� �nd let the 
pralifi(: e.nara:c"terJ;.sric: taka care af any· uneJCf@l;'l;:ed .iJn1,:,o,.,·ftd 
erowing conditions? 
3. How about a .. shortie hybrid - say about 5 1/2 to 6 feet 
tall like YW-3SA? Do we really need a big :tall plant when 
moisture is limited? · l·Shortie ·. wheats have been very �ooq. 
for this limited rainfaJ.l area, maybe a hshortie·· corn would 
prove to be beneficial . 
4. Can the pop�lation problem be solved by using a single ear 
per stalk hybrid with a strong ability to increase ear size� 
like P-3932A > if conditions improve? 
5. Is it best to use a big tall full season corn (115 day) like 
Curry's SC-150 with erect leaves to make maximum use of sun­
light at hi�h plant populations? 
· ·Methods and Proced·u.res 
April 23 
May 5 
May 6 
June 2-5 
June 6 
June 25 
August 25 
October 2-3 
- Ih� TO�a.l plot area w�s fertil�ed on fall 
plowine �ith ao-110+20 Coxidel And spike. tooth 
harrowed imr.lediately to incorporate. 
- Fiel� cultivated with mulcher attachment. 
- Planted all five plant populations - lOM, 12M, 
l4M, l6M 1 18M and the five varieties - Pio 3709, 
Pio 3932A, Frundts 8500A, Curry's SClSO, Ya 35A. 
INSECTICIDE - Counte� lSG 
HERBICIDE - Lasso II (banded) 
- Started and finished thinnine overplanted plant 
population to the desired number of plants per 
acre. 
- Cultivated all corn plots (first hail storm). 
- Cultivated all corn plots. 
- Second hail stor� 5:4Spm - 6:lSpm. 
- Combined all plots. 
. .......... ..... 
.. 
Table 3. Effect of Plarit Populations and Hybrids on Corn Yields. 
Hybrid 
Pioneer 3709 
Pioneer 3932A 
Curry's SC-150 
Frundts 8500A 
YW 35A 
Plants Per Acre (Final) 
10,000 12,000 14 ., 000 16�000 1a ,.ooo Average 
45. 0 
42.IJ 
38.3 
lf.4. 9 
46. 1 
52. 2 
as.a 
47.7 
43,1 
'+9'. 6 
55.6 
44. 3 
i..2 . o  
44.7 
45.7 
49.7 
35.7 
35.6 
38;.7 
38. 2 
48.4 
35. 8  
33.lJ 
38.l 
34. 2 
50.2 
38. 8  
39.4 
41.9 
42.8 
Average 43. 3 45.7 46.S 39.6 38.0 
This experime·nt was not replanted after the first hail storm 
of June 6. Ears of most varieties were well dented by August 25, 
the date of the second hail storm. Injury tp this corn was less 
than in other' e>c.periments where corn was in the milk or early 
dough st.age when the second· storm occurred. The seasons moisture 
on September l was 6.08 inches below averaee. 
In the light of such adversities, it is surprising that 
corn could yield as much as it did. Extreme care should be used, 
-t-h.�ugh irl inter_pratinr: a.nd usi.ne the data. Under these condi­
tions �tlon.s of ll�,000 p�lnts per acre were adequate. 
Yi lds of matt h}t:E?i.:id.� �es'tt'Mi .- .:J.ppeared to decre·ase where popula­
tions were brOllgbt up to 1,�noo or 18,000. One hybrid, P 3709 
(repor�ad to h� d:rtouzh-t" ole.ra.nt) performed better than the other 
hybrids at populations of l�, 16, and 18 thousand. This would 
suggest that use of a truly drought tolerant hybrid would minimize 
the yield decrease normally expe�ted if high populations were 
planted and a serious drought oc�urred. 
Special features of other hybrids in the test such as multi­
ear ... andancy, abili�y tQ 1.m:recuse -ear. t1�a 1 abo;t''t hei.r:ht 11nd 
lbi?j ti!ll full Bi!ii.ton 1 {..Je-?'� �y ohs�ure.d •l?-y th.c two ha.i1 .itArrn£ 
lll'JQ dflouaht. 
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MOST PROFITABLE ROTATION 
B. Lawrensen and F. Shubeck 
• • 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. How much will commercial fertilizer increase net profits? 
2. Is it more profitable to add nitrogen from a commercial­
source or grow a legume in a rotation? 
3� Thie� �rop_pi.fi& 6cque.nc@ will bring �he grea:-t� net retu�ns? 
• �. Pill previous- er-op.::: h3..vc muc'h e:f£;ct on 1;1!e ..'rllailable mois­
ture at spring planting ti.me? 
Methods and Procedures 
April lS 
April 16 
April 18 
April 21 
May 19 
May 20 
May 20 
May 21 
May 23 
May 27 
June 3 
June 6 
June 9 
- Rotary chopped all corn stalks and grain sorghum plots. 
- Chisel plowed with sweeps all corn, soybeans, oats > 
and grain sorghum plots. 
- Tandem�disked and spike tooth harrowed all of the 
F1Dt5 that 11,u-- l!l:isul plowed .. ,itloJ 'I!�� • 
. Hote; :!_a:-1y Gn0'1 GTOrm o� ilovemhet: l9-1.1 Ilr.5de· .fal.1 
tillage impossible. 
- All oat plots drill seeded (in the specified rotated 
plots). Applied fertilizer on oats. 
Variety - Lancer 
Alfalfa - Vernal 
Sweet Clover ·· Madrid 
- Tandem di$ked corn, soybean,. and grain sorghum areas 
to level and control weeds •. 
� All corn, soybean, and grairi .sorghum plots spiked 
tooth harrowed. 
- Corn plots planted. 
Variety.- PIO 3732 
fierbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Insecticide - Dyphonate 20G 
- Planted all bean plots •. 
Variety - Wells 
Herbicide - Lasso I! (banded) 
- Sprayed all soybean plots with Sencor SOWP at the 
rate of 1# product per acre. 
- Sprayed all oat plots with Drominal Plus at the rate 
of l pint per acre - except those under planted with 
alfalfa and sweet clover. 
- Planted all grain sorghum plots: 
Variety - UK 2023 
Herbicide - Ramrod 20G (banded) 
Insecticide · Furadan lOG (banded) 
- Hail storm 
- Field cultivated all soybeans plots. 
Note: Soybeans were severely damaged. 
6 
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June 10 
June 13 
June 19 
June 23 
June 25 
June 26 
July 28 
August 13 
August 25 
. .  ' .. 
Replanted all soybean plots·. 
/ 
Variety - Hells . ._ � · - --- r-· 
Herbicide - None 
- Cultivated all corn plots (first time). 
- Cultivated grain sorghum (first time). 
- Sidedressed with ammonium nitrates all the specified 
corn and grain sorghum plots. .  
- Cultivated all corn plots (second ti.me) • . 
Cultivated all soybean plots (Rep·1ant - first time). 
- Cultivated all soybeans((second time). 
- Sprayed all corn plots with 24-D ester to control 
broadleaved weeds. 
... Hail storm. 
Note: This was the second storm of the season. 
Discutis-io-n and Int!l:Qh!ta.1:ion of T.ab.1« It 
No soybeans yields were reported because of hail:damage. 
Alfalfa and grain sorghum were also damaged so severely that no 
yields were reported. 
Oats plots were damaged by the firs� hail storm but ,not ae 
sever�ly as soybeans. Effect of good management practices are 
apparent in oats plots even though yields were limited. For 
ex4mple, fertilizer raised yield of oats· by 16 bushels per acre. 
in a corn-oats sequence. Where oats followed soybeans (rotation 
S) cats yields went up to SS bushels without fertilizer. 
·- . . -� f � 
Corh yields were brought to a low of 15 bushels per acre by 
the hail and drought, but noted that fertilizer still gave sub­
stantial yield increase of corn grain. 
' 
,. 
Table 4. Effect of Cropping Sequence 
Cro��inv, Segeunce�-
l Continuous corn 
1 Continuous corn 
2 Corn··oats 
2 Corn-oats 
3 Corn-corn"oat5+al£ hay 
3 co�n r.o�n-oa�a alf hi y 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 
s Corn-soybean-oats 
6 Corn-oats-soybea�s 
6 Corn-oats-soybea�s 
7 Continuouci gr. &orul1um 
7 ContirmouG IJt'. 11011g hum ---
* Crops destroyed by hail. 
Crop 
Receiving 
Fertilizer - - -
Corn 
- - -
Corn 
Oats 
- - -
Corn 
Corn. 
Oats 
Alf. resid 
- - -
Oats 
Corn 
- ·- -
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 
- - -
Corn 
Oats 
Soybeans 
- - -
Sorghum 
and Fertilizer on Crop Yield 1980 
·l let 2nd 
Fertilizer Side 'iear Year Soy- Sor· 
lbs/A Dress Oats Corn Corn beans ghum Bay 
N + p + K lbs/A Bu/A Bu/A 'fJu/A Ou/A Du/A Tons/A 
0 + 0 + 0 15.0 
6 +11 +10 70 38.0 
0 + 0 + 0 20.0 33.0 
6 +11 +10 70 47.0 
30 + 7 + 0 36.0 
0 + 0 + 0 45.0 28 .0 26.0 
6 +11 +10 39.0 
6 +11 +10 70 36.0 
15 +26 + 0 S6.0 
0 + 0 + 0 
0 + 0 + 0 20.0 20.0 
30 + 7 + 0 32. 0 
6 +11 +10 &Jl.O 
0 + 0 + 0 55.0 2S.O 
6 +11 +10 70 39.0 
6 +11 +10 
30 + 1 + 0 6S.O 
0 + 0 + 0 18.0 Jtl.O 
6 +11 +10 SS 51.0 
20 + 7 + 0 39.0 
6 +11 +10 '� 
0 + 0 + 0 
6 +11 +10 70 w 
CHISEL PLO\/ CORN AND SOYBEANS 
r. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
Ob_j.ectives of Experiment 
l� How mu�h ti.tla,i� is necess�ry for optimum yields? 
2. �·Jill :!all tilla"'"e increair� soil moisture storage? 
3. Gan yield& with chisel plowing be maintained comparable to 
thaT f.ra:Q moldboard plow.!.n�? 
�. 11hich is the bast �ype or �hisel points to use - sweeps, 
twis'tS, or !r'trniSh� na��ow points? 
Methods and Procedures (Corn after Soybeans) 
April 23 - All of the specified spring treatments completed in 
the corn and soybean plots 
May 12 - On soybean stubble the specified tillage treatments 
were perforrned. 
May 13 - Spike tooth harrowed all plots in readiness for 
planting. 
May 16 & 19 - Planted all� reps. 
Variety - PIO 3732 
Herbicide - Lasso II (banded) 
Insecticide - None - because of the corn-bean 
rotation 
Fertilizer - 100#/acre of 8-32-16 banded 
Cultivated twice 
Hail storms - June 6 > August 25 
September 29 - Harvested all corn plots. 
Table 5. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn (Corn 
after Soybeans). 
Tillage Treatments 
In i"e;ll. 
1. --------- ------
2. -----�-------- ·--· w----
3 • -----------------------
'+ • Plow (moldboard) 
&. =hi3 l plo · with -twis:Ta 
6. Chig l plow '.Ji�h tr.ri.!.l: n 
7. Qhi�h:.l -i:,low �i'th twi�,:9 
B. Cb�cl plow llli.th fiWlU?p.5 
9. _ ... - ---
Ir, a;rinct 
. lsk- "a& 
Sweeps-drag 
Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-draP, 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Corn 
Ru/A 
46 
40 
lf5 
39 
lf 2 
41 
38 
36 
46 
10. Chisel El OW with swee;es* Swee2s-d�g 36 
* Treatment ten was unfertilized. All other corn plots received 
100 lbs. per acre of 8-3 2-16 (oxide) as a sidebar.d starter. 
In addition, 100 lbs. of nitrogen per acre were applied as a 
sidedressing when corn was about 12 inches high. 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table S 
Great care should be taken when drawing conclusions from an 
experiment that experienced two hail sto�s . 
Unat.U"" thes� c�nditiona . fall �i11&�e of �oybean stubbl� was 
not very beneficial for incr�sio.rr ;-.i.e-l!i of corn . Many ot?-ri!t' 
c:omp,1ri.!!tons can b@ �ad but 't'helr va.!..111...:..1:y is quesTionable. 
In t:his ,e,cpe?timen a co:-n-sc� ean ?:equ�nce was !clloW"'-.d . 
\°ie..1.dc of soybc:1ns: el'il 2 To a bushels per acre and were not 
recorded. 
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TILLAGE TREATMENTS HITH DRYLAND CORN-SOYBF.ANS ROTATION 
E�perimental Plan 
Beresford , South Dakota 
1980 (second year) 
Shallow tillage treatments {sprinp,) ; 
(a) Plow treatment : moldboard plow , disk twice , and drag 
Cb) �el treatment: chisel plow , disk twice, and drag 
(c) Dlsk treatment: disk twice and d�ag 
(d) Boto treatment; shallow roto-till 
Deep tillage treatments: 
(a) S treatment : subsoiled in fall of 1978 
(b) ff treatment : not subsoiled 
Soil: tlell drained loam 
Note : Very considerable hail damage occurred. Soybeans were 
severely damaged. Corn yields are reported, but firm con­
clusions are not approp�iate. Statistical analysis was not 
conducted on the 1980 data. 
Plant po�ulation at harvest: 17, 800 mature plants per acre. 
Table 6. Corn Yields in Bushels Per Acre. 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
s ,, • c: .. n s s N 
Rep 1 36. 1 1J 7 .  3 42.1 30 . 7  i.i.i . 7 39.6 52. 5 53.3 
Rep 2 40.4 45.6 , 44 . 7  56.8 4 6 . 4  4 3 . 9  66. 2  61 . 9  
Rep 3 59.3 51.6 43.9 47 . 3  49.9 58 .5  51.6 53.3 
Rep 4 55.9 4 3 . 9  55 . 9  4 1 .  3 51 .6 61 . 9  46 . f.J 49 . 9  
AVG 11 7 . 9  4 7 . 1  46 . 6  46.0 48.2 51.0 54 . 2  54.6 
TOTAL AVG 47.S 4 6 . 3  49 . 6  54 . 4  
Subsoilin� Averages� Subsoiled - 49 .2 
IJot Subsoiled - 4 9. 7  
11 
Analysis of Results ' 
- . - . 
A copy of the 1979 report is included for reference. In both 
the 1979 and 1980 results, the shallowest tillage treatments 
(ROTC and DISK) appeared to be as good or better than the somewhat 
deeper tillage treatments (PLOW and CHISEL) from the standpoint of 
yield. 
E .periment Station Project 
Project 755, Evaluation and Development of Equipment for Reduced 
Tillage Systems.; 
Personnel 
Project Leader: Tom S. Chisholm., Agricultural Engineerin� Dept. 
Principal Cooperator: Fred E. Shubeck , Southeast Experiment Fare 
(Included as a part of the 
• 
1980 REPORT for reference purposes) 
TILLAGE TREATMENTS UITH DRYLAND CORN-SOYBEANS ROTATION 
Beresford J South Dakota 
1979 (first year) 
- . 
Experimental Plan 
Shallow tilla�e treatMents : 
(--a) Plat.' :r-re:rt:ci.en,:- : ... pring noldboar!! plv\o." .. d:i-s twiee- , i!!ttd �"Pa� 
U, )  Clirittl t:r-1i?.a..ttu.:.nt: ; fall =-�isel plow, sprin� disk twice, and 
dra1!, 
(c) Disk treatment: sp�in� disk twice and drar, 
(d) Roto' treatment: shallow sprin� roto-till 
Deep tillace treatments: 
Ca) S treatment : Fall subsoil 
Cb) H treatment : Not subsoil 
Soil� '''ell drained loam 
-· 
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Tables ? and 8. Corn and Soybean Yields in Bushels Per Acre. 
F'1.1'W 
s rr 
Rep 1 92. 56 91 .07 
Rep 2 80.75 96.81 
Rep 3 107.09 92. 16 
Rep 4 105 . 47 99.03 
AVG 96.47 94. 77  
Total Avg 9.5 .  l12  
Plow 
s rr 
Rep l 44.72 41.07 
Rep 2 44 .83 39.91.J 
Rep 3 l.f.7. 3 7  49 . 78 
Rep 4 47.40 4 3 . 56 
AVG 46 . 0S 4 3 .59 
CORN 
Dililc 
s s 
92 . 10 99.19 102 .15 104.65 108 . 79 107.37 
98.60 100 . 3 7  109.45 106.43 101.42 96.64 
98.24 97.03 98.26 96.09 106. 59 102 .98 
94.76 92.ll 95.88 92.88 107.53 104.57 
95.93 97.18 101.44 100.01 106 .08 102.89 
96.56 100.73 104.49 
SOYBEANS 
Chisel Disk Roto 
s s N s � 
34.84 3 7 . 3 4  45. 93 43 .50 51.05 48. 6 3  
45.86 44.39 47.15 45.81 48.55 53.32 
3 3 . 5 3  41.07 44.72 45 .96 47 .04 4 5 .  71  
48.39 39. 86 46.02 44. 55 40.18 41.14 
40.66 40.67 45 .96 4 4 . 96 46 .71  47.20 
· -. .  Total Avg 44. 83 40.66 '4 5  ,-46 
- ,, • - 4 6 .  9'6 • 
. 
Subsoiling Averages 
Corn: subsoiled 99.98 
not subsoiled 98.71 
Analysis of Results 
Soybeans :  subsoiled 44.85 
not subsoiled 44. 11 
There were no statistically significant yield differences due 
to tilla�e at the St  confidence level. Considerinz the results, 
it can be observed that subsoiling did not appear to affect yields 
to any great extent. It can also be observed that the shallowest 
tillaie treatments (DISK and ROTC) appeared to be as good or better 
than the somewhat deeper tilla�e treatments (PLOW and CHISEL) from 
the standpoint of yield. 
txperir.tent· Station Proj�9t 
Project 755 , Evaluation and Development of Equipment for Reduced 
Tillage Systems. 
Personnel 
Project Leader ; Tom S. Chisholm, Agricultural Engineerinff Dept. 
Principal Cooperator; Fred E. Shubeck , Southeast Experiment Farm 
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PERFORMANCE OF HERBICIDES IN CORN AND SOYBEANS 
.. 
H. E. Arnold and L. J. Wrage 
:l!!rbicide <:l!!!ton3n:-a-cion pl:>'t=i provide s:ide-by-.eide cct:1.parison 
ef lu?rtbieide 't!'�tmen--=s .. Trc"'1::n!:t t: _ncJ..uele tertkide!l -,rese.ntly 
.l.aha1ed cnj thoS1:! whi�� ��y �e ItT.>proved in the near future. 
D�mjnstr�tior. plO'fs are �htl final step in the herbicide evalu­
a"ticn fl!."Og!!ar'I • Ra-r,� .and appl:i�i!.tion methods for each are based 
on resul-� obt3� in previous veare ' screening tests. 
Methods 
�eplan� an� ?ree;n.erGence :-reatments were applied in the 
oo'!"n on Na:,, l.S and in rhe --oybea11s on May 2 9. A plot sprayer 
dc..liverin� 20 Ep«J. water imd �D �3i pressure was used. Preplant 
1:I'�a:i:m nt5 were ir.corporated �diately with two tanden diskings 
ae� ro c�t 6-6 inches �e�p Cexe�?t Lasso, Dual, and atrazine 
p:-e�lant treat'I!t�n�a inc�rpor�ted 3-4 inches deep with �ne disking) 
and harr-ow�. P-c,ts were phin"!'• in 30-inch rows the eame day. 
In  �he ct'rn, prc�ipit=tiar, totaled . 5  inches and . O S  inches for 
-h� Ei�!il'. �nd second we.er ai�e.::i :lanting , respectively , For the 
soybe.anG 1 ��eciof-a±ion eocaled 1. 53 inches and . 98 inches for 
the �ir�t �nd s@cond w� nf�er ?lanting ,  respectively. The 
SO�•be:.a:n pl� W�!"e '.'"'OCi:ir•!-ho d c..nproximately 10 days after 
pls.ntin!; w aid enern :..1,� .  Pos--emergence treatments were • · 
June 20 in che corn and an July ,�· in the soybeans. 
Weed pressure was moderate and variable. Annual �ass 
species included green and yellow foxtail. Major broadleaved 
species were smooth , rough, and prostrate pigweed, lambsquarters 
and kochia. The plots were not cultivated. 
Results 
The performance of corn and soybeans herbicide treatments 
is presented in the followinr, tables. Evaluations are based on 
an average of two visual estimates for each weed listed. Late 
season evaluations provice a means of comparing residual· weed 
control. A 3-year (1978,79 ,80) avera�e for early season weed 
control is included. 
Weed control differences in 1980 were apparent. The strengths 
and weakness of each treatment can be assessed. Over 90\ con-
trol of both �rasses and broadleaved weeds was achieved with 
several combination treatments. 
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Table 9.  Corn De.rtonsfration Southeast - BeresfOfd • .  198.0. 
Treatment 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 
Eradicane 
Eradicane+atrazine 
Eradicane+Bladex 
Sutan+ 
Sutan++atrazine 
Sutan++Bladex 
Sutan++atrazine+Bladex 
lb/A a.i. 
4 
3+1 
3+1. 5 
4 
.r++l 
4+1.5 
4+. 5+1. 5 
PREPLAUT INCORPORATED (shallow) 
La&so 
Dt.ial 
atrazine 
PREEMERGt:NCE 
atrazine 
Blad ex 
Dual 
Lasso 
Prowl . , 
Propachlor't ' 
atrazine+Bladex 
... . . . 
�- 1asso+atrazine 
Lasso+Bladex 
Lasso+atrazine+Bladex 
Lasso+S�n�or+Bladex 
Dual+atrazine 
Dual+Bladex 
Prowl+atrazine 
Prowl+Bladex 
Propachlor+atrazine 
P�opachlor+Bladex 
PREEMERGENCE 6 POST 
Propachlor&Banvel 
Propachlor&Banvel 
Propachlor& 2, 4-D amine 
Check 
POST 
atrazine+oil 
Bladex+W.A. 
3. 5 
2. 5 
2. 5 
2.5 
3 
2. 5 
3 
2. 5 
6 
1+2 
2+1 
2+1.  5 
2+. 5+1.5 
2+ .25+1. 5 
2+1 
2+1.5 
2+1 
2+1. s 
5+1 
5+1. 5 
46. 5 
4 & . 25 
1+&.5 
l.S+l !}al 
1 .5+.5% 
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Percent 1 reed 
Gr Bdlf 
0 0 
99 84 
99 96  
96  91 
96 63 
95 91 
94 87 
95 94  
7 2  
7 5 -.  
58 
71 
84 
9 3  
90 
I.JO 
94 
88 
92  
83 
88 
96 
94 
96 
89 
85 
91 
89 
85 
83 
79 
0 
40 
63 
.. 
72 
65 
98 
91 
64 
6 5  
72 
84 
73 
96:· . ...  
95 
90 
9 3  
98 
96  
95 
90 
9 2  
9 3  .. 
94 
96  
92  
80 
0 
99 
9 3  
... 
Control 6/27/80 
3 year av�. 
0 0 
97 73 
97 97 
9 7  9 5  
9 4  6 3  
91+ 95 
9 5  94 
96 96 
89 
89 
95 
66 
80 
9 5  
94  
6 3  
91f 
88. 
92  
90 � 
8 8 :". . 
96, 
97 
9 3  
84 
90 
9 5  
9 4  
92 
90 
90 
0 
61  
47 
91 
69 
9 3  
9 5  
80 
67 
6 4  
88 
74 
96  
97 
91 
' 9 3  
98 
97 
91 
9 5  
95 
97 
97 
96 
93 
90 
0 
98 
84 
Table 10. Soybeans Herbicide Demo - Southeast 1980 
. .  
Farm . .  ' -
Treatr.tent lb/A a.i. Percent Weed Control 8/21/80 
PREPI.A?lT INCORPORATED Gr Bdlf 3-zear ave:. - -
Check --- 0 0 0 0 
Lasso 3.5 7 7  68 86 55 
Dual 2 . s  e s  5 5  91 52  
Treflan .75 87 75 91 8 5  
Tolban 1 83  84 89 86 
Basal in l 86 80 90 8 3  
Prowl l.25 80 77 89 83 
Vernam 2.5 88  8 0  89 72 
Treflan+Amiben . 75+2 94 8 8  95 92  
Treflan+Modown . 75+2 95 92 9 5  91 
Treflan+Sencor/Lexone 3/4+3/8 96 91 96 94 
Treflan+Amiben+Sencor/ . 75+1. 5+.25 95 88 0 0 
Lexone 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED & PRE 
TreflanGSencor/Lexone .1se.s 99 98 98 98 
Treflan&Mcdc'i\-n .75&2 99 99 9 7  99 
Treflan&Amiben . 75& 2 99 98 0 0 
Pre emergence 
Amiben 3 81 80 $ 6  88 
Lasso 3 76 7 5  88 77 
Dual 2.5 74 10 8 5  64 
Surflan 1 . 25 35 48 0 48 
Lasso+Sencor/Lexone 2+ . s  66 7 1  85 88 
Lasso+Amiben 2+2 74  75 88 $9 
Lasso+Modown 2+1. 5 71 55 8 5  [ ()  
Lasso+Lorox 2+1 66 68 8 3  e �  
Lasso+Furloe 2+2 61 25 78  61  
Lasso+Premerge 2+4 .5  57 40 7 8  72 
Dual+Sencor/Lexone 2+.5 6 0  7 5  8 3  8 7  
Dual+Lorox 2+1 76 68 0 0 
Lasso+Lorox+Sencor/Lexone 2+1+.25 62 90 0 0 
PREEMERGENCE 6 POST 
Lasso6Alanap+ 2, 4-D 2&1 .25+1/16 70 68 0 0 
Lasso&Basagran 2&1 75 80 84 89 
Lasso&Blazer 2&. 5  74 92 0 0 
Lasso&Dyanap 2&2.25 64 7 3  82 8 5  
Check 0 0 0 0 
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. � "" EFFECT OF DtGREE OF TILLAGI: O:J "iEED FOR ADDEb . PHO�IW's .. _,__., ''" 
R. Geldernan; F. Shubeck , B .  Lawrensen, P. Carson , 
R. · rettleton , R. ;k1rem and R. Assl�us 
Early growth of corn on fallow land has often been observed 
� he slor�. Corn Pl.an'°t:5 f�uan��Y exhibit purple color associated 
�ith phocrohorus d ficii:1\-t;y. :- n� s been known for �any years that 
c:_po,l.ication CJ� n'l-io&-p'hor-us _fc.rtili::ur at plant in;; tit-:e with a 
plan-tee!"' �t1u!p:;,ed. witl"' :-ar1:ili::e"!'" attachr,1ent will r,reatly impr·ove 
the early £:l"Owth of corn and will sometimes increase yield. The 
�sa or i:.auses af tJri.:- ;,c':}_r �r:.y -ro�h ;rr-e nai:: t:le.1_..L-..l)' un.dA'P 
S"t.Ot).d .  Cbse:rva"tion.� d� ei: iCb'! e C1,;.'Til!.:l-St i:,e !:H!r,ir.,o.o::. f';:>....=---1 in lf i' 7 
indi!l.fl.t..ed LD�t d�:::ree af till�r.e �y influence the need for added 
pllc!n'Jh.o'::,cs. T�f!.Se pl::t,,..s were ea-1:� l--,lished in 1978 with hail des·· 
-rroyk- th�i:;. in Jl.!ly o:f tl.un; y� •.-·hich resulted in a part ial 
f-a.l..J.ou �c� �ne ertirc :a1..r..eo, .  -�e 1eao croppin� year is the first 
year in which the tilla�e sequence has been coNplete. 
The objectives of this ex�erinent are to deter�ine what , if 
any.• effect. the dee;ree of tilla�e has on the need for added phos� 
phorus and to deter�ine if hith yields can be obtained and nain­
tained with li�ited tilla�e under South Dakota erowin� conditions. 
Methods and Procedures 
l. The experii"1ent is located on ap. Egan silty clay loar\ northeast 
of the office buildin� at the Southeast Experiment FarM.. L�an 
soils are deep , friable , well drained silty clay' loaJ"lls devel­
oped in a silty cap over �lacial till. The tests on the soil 
saiaples taken froM the exoeri�ental area in the sprin� of 1980 
are reported in Table 11. 
These tests are avera�es of sanples taken from the O+O+O 
treatment olots in each tilla�e treatnent area. The nitrate­
ni tro1en (;-ro3 .. lD levels are iT\Ore than adequate for the yield 
of corn produced in 1980. The su�ply of available phosphorus 
is at such a level that yield inc-eases fron added phosphorus 
are not likely when corn is srown under a nornal tillaee 
pro�ra.M. The potassium supply is hish. A conparison of 
the tests �-1ade for eaeh of the tillao:e treatnents show that 
the treat�ents for one year did nnt greatly effect the soil 
test values. 
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... Table 11. Soil Tests on Samples* 
the Tillage Plots 
Taken in the Sprinr-; o.t-. 1980 .fr-om 
Sol. 
Tilla,.,.e Depth1' *  HOE-N O . M .  F K pII Sal ts• 
Treatment C inches) 1 /A % lb/A lb/A pF mmho/cm Texture 
Fallow 
0··24 185 2. 7 3 1  673  6.5 . 9  Silty 
0-48 256 Clay Loam. 
Continuous 
0-24 143 2.8  20 638  6.8 1. 1 Silty 
0-48 2 3 8  Clay Loam 
Corn-Oats 
0-24  155 2 . 8  2 9  693 6. 6 .75 Silty o-r+a 2 2 3  Clay Loam 
Min.i.J1um 0-24 201 2. 7 3 5  727  6. 9 1 .  5 Silty 
Tillage 0·-48 28 9 Clay Loam 
* The O+O+O treatments were the only plots sampled • 
.:.--A !'he �e:sii::n,ation dep"th :1ppl!e:-i "tv 1:he- No3 -1,; test only. All 
eth1!r 7�sra . .nte nade on �'.'.'\e. �-D d��tr saMple. 
2 .  The methods of tillage used in the experiment are : 
( a ) .  Minimun tillage ('!affle Coulter).  
(b).  Corn grown in a corn-oat rotation (conventianal tilla��) . 
(c ).  Continuous corn (plow� disk ; plant ).  
� 
(d).  Fallow-corn rotation ( stubble plowed , kept black , and 
disked before plantinc ). • 
3. In 1980� all corn plot$ were treated with Lasso II granules 
and Counter at recorun.ended rates. rJeed control was not con­
sistent and foxtail was a problen in sone areas. 
4. Fertilizer application was the same on all plots. The total 
amounts of applied fertilizer are as follows : 
Pounds per acre of 
:r+P205+K20 
100+ 0+20 
100+10+20 
100+20+20 
100+30+20 
100+40+20 
100+60+20 
These treatnents provide six rates of phosphorus application 
plus a constant amount of added nitrogen and pota ssium. Ten 
pounds of the nitro�en � all of the phosphorus and the 
10 
potassium. were applied with the fertilizer attachment on the 
planter at planting time. The remainder of the nitrogen 
fertilizer was applied as a broadcast application before 
pl�nting. The oat and fallow plots were not fertilized. 
S. All plots were planted on May 14 at a rate of 18 , 000 seeds 
per �ere. The variety used was Pioneer 3732. 
6. conventional. ... i1lllse: is ccmsidar·ed to bE a S:t;.u"1!nce of 
ch� fl'talks end _plo-i.tne .in �4 ftll (i.f possibl.e} '1.na 
ri.iskmg fil1d dl"a.grln&. btlm-c plan ing in th spl".in& ,  
7. Minimwn tillar.;e involved the use of a Paffle Coulter just 
ahead of the planter and no other tillage. 
8. The weather encountered was less than ideal. The plots were 
subjected to hail on 2 occasions. 
Results and Discussion 
Yields and ear corn moisture are reported in Table 12. The 
differences in yield due to treatments are not large enough to be 
considered statistically different . Variations within trea�ents 
were relatively large. This is probably the reason yields from 
some of the treatments are not considered statistically different. -, 
The lar�e variations in yield may have been in part due to the 2 
hailstorms the crop received during the growing season. The weed 
control was not consistent throuzhout the plots which nay also 
have contributed to the variations in yield. The yield increases 
caused by the phosphorus treat�ents on the fallow plots were 
relatively large but somewhat inconsistent. Large differences in 
early growth due to added phosphorus were noted in the fallow and 
corn-oat tillase treatment plots. These differences were not 
noted in the other two tillage treatment plots. 
Severe moisture stress was noted on these olots in late July 
and early August. The minimum tillage plots appeared to have less 
stress at this time than the other plots .  This may in part be due 
to a lower plant population in this tillage area. The miniRum 
tillage plots had a plant population of approxuaately 2000 plants 
per acre less than the other tillage treatment areas. 
The. ef.fmn of th� phos�orus tt�auoo.n-cs on hsc mo,;i:.s� con­
tm"J:'t of i:he ee.?' corr � _s.-:. __ excep1: an -.he -all.o\.ied pJ ... crt.:. wh'er"-e 
added phosphorus reduced the amount of moisture found in the ears 
at harvest time. 
The effects of the tillag� treatments can be compared by noting 
the average yields and �oisturc contents for each. tillaee treat�ent. 
This shows the corn-oat rotaticn and the fallow trea t1:·.r�1ts to have 
the hir,:hest y.:.elds and the lower percent moisture cont��1t of the 
ears at harvest time. These differences are not la�0e enour,h to be -· considered real from a statistical point of view. It will be in­
teresting to see if these differences hold true in the forthcomin� 
years. 
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Table 12. Effect of Degree of Tillage and Starter Phosphorus on 
the Yield of Corn , and Percent Moisture in Ears. 
Amount of Added 
Phosphorus 
lb/A of P20s 
YieldLl 
bu/A 
FALLOW 1979 
0 82 
10 91 
20 85 
30 100 
40 91  
60 99 
Average 91 ------------------ ------ - --
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
CONTIUUOUS CORf>l 
81 
82 
80 
76 
8 5  
83 -
Average 81 
Eat" Corn 
MoistureL2 
i 
26. S 
22. 3 
21.0 
19.8 
22. 7 
21. 4 
22. 3 
23.5 
24. 1 
23.6 
2 s . o  
2S. 7 
23. 6 -
2-'J . 3  --------------- --- · - - -- �------ - - --- - ---------------------------
- - CORN-OAT ROTATIOtl 
0 94 
10 100 
20 95 
30 8 6  
40 95 
60 98 
Avera�e 95 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
60 
Averaze 
MINIMUM TILLAGE 
86 
82 
74 
81 
76 
9 7  -
81 
2 2 . 6  
20.8 
20. 4 
20.8 
22.9 
21. 9 -
21.6 
21.f . 5 
23. 9 
2t. 2 
22.9 
24. 3 
22.9 
23. 5 -------ff ------ -�-- -� - ------------------ ----�---� -----
Ll Yield calculated at 15% moisture. 
L2 Moisture sample taken by the selection of 8 ears of corn which 
were weighed, dried t and weighed again. 
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SCABIES RESEARCH WITH INJECTABLE IVERMECTIN 
Introduction 
J. Bailey , G. Kuhl, II. Miller , H .  Srla·,e 
and D. Thorpe 
Department of Animal Science Report 
CATTLE 81-10 
.. • 
Scabies is a parasitic skin disease caused by tiny mites 
resulting in skin irritation. These mites are spread from animal 
to animal by direct contact. The mites puncture the skin and feed 
on the body fluids released from the wounds. These fluids ooze 
from wounds and dry to form scabs. Hence the na.Ae i. scabies·•. 
This disease costs the cattle industry millions of dollars each 
year. 
Cattle w.lth sca.tiies lick , rub, and scratch themselves to 
Nlieve tlie i.rn:Hie� iti:hin • .,..h·�Y often lose weight and are more 
s�rscep� ibl.a to oor.rplications sucJ1 as pn�up.onia. As the number of 
111.1 t.e..s J.nWea.�e rhe .!..Tlir.i.. l ' .s  hi.;, {r falls · out or is rubbed off and 
leaio-ns spread. rr not trmit@d large areas of the body may be 
covered with thick, rough crusts. 
Scabies is a year-round problem. However, in- warm weather 
skin lesions may disappear because rii tes are less active. T·his 
improvement is only temporary;  and, as envi�onnental temperature 
gets colder, the mites become active and lesions return. 
Under norm.al conditions > m�tes will survive for a maximum 
of 3 days off the host animal. It is p9ssible for J!li�es to spread 
from fences or trucks that have been in contact with infected 
animals. However, the greatest possibility of spread is directly 
animal to animal. 
Treatment is best accomplished by complete immersion of 
infected animals in an approved pesticide . Two dippings 12 to 
14 days apart are required for treating infected cattle , 
Pesticides approved by the USDA for scabies control are 
toxaphene, prolate , and Co-Ral. Line sulfur solution is also 
on the approved list but is seldom used because the dippin� solu­
tion must be heated to be effective. 
The South Dakota Livestock Sanitary Board has approved 
toxaphene as the official pesticide used in the control prograr.l 
within South Dakota. 
�lonquarantined cattle may move: .interstate with only one dip. 
The organophosphate compounds (pro+ate an4 Co-Ral) have not· proven 
as effective as toxaphene on a sin�le treat�ent basis. 
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Recent EPA regulations . ha've caused concern over the future 
use of toxaphene , and it is protlernatic how much longer it will 
be available. 
Experimental Use of Ivermectin 
Merck , Sharp , and Dohrne Inc. has been researching an entirely 
new concept in parasite control. A new antiparasitic agent called 
·· Iverrnectin· ·  has shown high efficacy a�ainst a wide spectrum of 
parasites in several species of animals . 
Ivert.'I� is _produced by �he fermentation of StreSlomxces ayermitil!s. It is a-a-tually 101 antibiotic · with no anti acterial 
aotlv!ty bU"t""" is effective a..g.ai1'l!:.� certain internal and external 
pari.a:si�es �y both or&1 and i.njoctable routes of administration. 
A fle:ieill"ch ui.a..!. W-dS develo-ped crt SDSU �o v.a.lu�'t'-i! th� 
eff-eqtive:ne&a. of" lve:rc.ectin in tha 'tl'eittlne-nt of eattle s:eab-iD,!1. ., 
The S:':ucty wa.s c.ondU?:'t"ec coapa::Fativ!!ly liy t:�-e SDSU Anir"4l- Di.s:l!&.ee 
h&i!-.arch .aru:I Dia!rflontie L:l!borurc,ry , th!! D�'tmfflt o: An!mAl. 
Sc��nce, am:: the South Da>:ot� �i��stock Sanitiary Board CSDLSE) 
in conj unction with Merck, Sharp , and Dohr.te. 
Twenty scabies-infected calves with substantial skin lesions 
were obtained in close coordination with the SDLSB. The calves 
were transported to the Southeast South Dakota Fxperiment Farm 
under quarantine in March, 1980. The cattle consisted of 14 
steers and 6 heifers averaging about 500 pounds. 
At the start of the trial, each ('.:!alf was ' individually· ear 
tagged and weighed. An initial skin sc· rapirig was taken to verify 
the presonca of mi.tes and �lish a positiVr diagnosis of 
Psoroptic se..a..bi�a. The ca.lv�s w-er� then · randcm.ly-allotted to 
six pens wi"'dl �ne heifer �domly assi3ned to each pen. · The pens 
were douhle: fe.ncad to prevent C!Dntaet between :1djBe-ent lots. The 
cattle i -t.hre� of the pe� �eI'i:! subcutaneously injected on day 1 
with 200 mierozr-.�s per kilol'?t'at: bddy wei!!ht Cl m1. /cwt •. ) of 
MK-933, tll-e ia-xper.imental Ive:rme�1:in compound 1 ·while·· the animals 
in the othe?I th.t"ae pens s£rved a. unneated cantro-ls. 
Subsequently, - eight skin scrapings were collected from each 
calf at weekly intervals to deter�ine the presence or absence of 
the scabies mit�-s. A calf profile chart was made for each calf 
to show the sites of lesions on the body and where each scraping 
was rnade. The skin scrapings were examined microscopically at 
the SDSU Veterinary Diaenostic Laboratory usinG the Maceration­
flotation technique. 
Daily feed consumption and weekly body wei�ht records were 
obtained during the B-week trial. The ration consisted of � lb. 
cracked corn and l lb. of a 38% commercial protein supplement 
per head daily plus a full feed of corn silage. The Ivermectin­
treated cattle were always handled through the work facilities 
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first for weighing and skin scrapings to avoid po�sible 
from the untreated controls. The chute was cleaned and 
with toxaphene after the cattle were worked each week. 
was taken to insure that these cattle remained isolated 
other livestock. 
reinfection 
sprayed 
Care 
from 
The results of the skin scrapings are shown in Table 13 . 
All animals tested positive for mites on the initial scraping 
At i;he. · second sc:iTapin� .on Jay a only 'three of the tr,.e,B1:�c 
ardma1 � �e tliag:m::rs� ponitive. Qn 5\l.bs.e..quen scr.!!pinl:$. n_o 
mites wer-t. :i!lund on any o!'- rha lverr.m._e-ti.n-trea.!'2d cl!:Yl:le. 
=TC!hi.ng ar..d skin it1-=-i"tat:iop ·a-ecr.sst=d :um »Y ci.ay ?S of tbe 
trial, hair and skin on the treated animals appeared normal. 
Table 13.  Results of Skin Scrapings Taken From Control and 
Ivermectin-Treated Calves 
Animal 
no. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
3/31 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
4/7 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+-
+-
4/14 
Skin scr_aping date 
4/21 4/28 5/5 S/12 S/19 S/26 
Control Calves 
+ .,.. + + + 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
Treated Calves 
+indicates presence of mites .  lfo sign depicts absence of 
detectable mites in scrapings. 
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In contrast to ·the treated calves, some of the control animals 
continued to be positive ·for mites throughout the entire 8-week 
trial. In April , environmental temper�ture reached the 90 ' s  for 
several days. Since mite activity is reduced by warm temperatures , 
the absence of any detectable mites on some control animals after 
the third or fourth week may have been due to the unseasonably 
warm weather during April. Even though live mites were not found 
011 s-oom C'Orrn�a-.1.5- rn.it.J-way tl'II'ough. t"JE ::rial , skitJ c-oPldii:.:i:on and 
hair coat did na� sUbstant�4lly improv� . �i�h �he akin rst:"laining 
laath�y and t:.lrle.kene.d.. B�y tJeish"t: gain 3nd f-e:� eonst11"1ptior. 
rif the 1."reat:ed and egntr.c;l .::; lve6 wera no-,;; nc:i"t.!..hly d.ffigrent. 
Data from this trial were fol"Warded to Merck, Sharp, and 
Dohme for inclusion in the 'aubmis sion to FDA concerning clear­
ance of Iverrnectin for scabies control. 
After termination of the 8-week trial, the control animals 
were injected with Ivermectin at the same dosage (200 Mcg. /k�.)  
a� the previously treated animals. Following this treatment, 
control animals responded in the same manner as the previously 
treated cattle, and within a month their skin was nearly normal 
in appearance. 
At the request of SDLSB , animals were retained after the 
initial 8-week study to evaluate the lon�-term effectiveness of 
the drug. The cattle were combined into one lar�e pen and kept 
on feed throu�h the suruner and fall to determine if all of the 
scabies mites were actually kili'ed · by·· .
. the Ivermectin or if cold 
weather would reactivate any dormant mites that may have survived. 
Cattle were examined by the State Veterinarian and SDSU 
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory personnel on De.·
"'+:,;;.!:'i(·r 16 to 
evaluate the final health status. All cattle w,�1.'e de-"t�":'I'!.:.�ed 
to be free of any clinical signs of sca:!:>ies. Thus, it ap,.)C'ars 
that Ivermectin is effective in the treat�ent and control of 
cattle scabies. 
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Summary 
EFFECTS OF SEX AND I!ORMONAL IMPLANT OM BEEF 
CARCASS CHARACTERISTICS AND PALATABILITY 
J .  D. Stout, D. IL Gee, G. L. Kuhl 
and R. Hanson 
Department of Animal Science Report 
CATTLE 81-7 
A comparison of crossbred bulls, steers, and heifers indicated 
t�at bull� have heavier carcasses, larger rib eyes and a more de­
sirable yield grade. The USDA quality grade of the bulls was one­
third of a grade lower than for the steers and heifers. The sensory 
and palatability characteristics showed no significant differences 
amone sexes . Implanted bulls as compared to non-implanted bulls 
showed more desirable taste panel scores for tenderness, juiciness , 
and overall panel desirability. 
Introduction 
J 
i 
Today 's  calorie and price conscious American cor.surner is 
seeking trim, lean,  competitively priced meat products. As grain 
becomes more scarce in an effort to feed worldwide populations and 
the d!!:.'na.n&J for a.n.i!nal pro;;e-in increases , it may become necessary �-
1:ti J.ru:;r-eas-e the a:Joun.t: of I:� r-aduced and at the same time 
.in��ease 'Jll'."Qduc�io:n r�cru:y� �1e current increased demand for 
tP""OU.nd bece.f tl!1.d ]WocEsS-e-t'! meui: -t-etns may encourage producers to 
loo� at sorn;e. a.1�t'T14"Cives in beei production. 
• .J 
Procedure 
Ninety-eight Charolais cross cattle were used to evaluate the 
ef!ec� ar sex and im:.�Le:rrr,; �n ca.rca5s c:Juirac1:e�is"t.ics �cl pala-c.a.­
b.ili tY. '!'.he. eattle cvnsinte.d o:f :..s. h�!ls 12  �,eei:tu � and 51 Ju?.:f�s: 
all artificially sired by the same Charolais bull. All animals 
were rais - d  under South Dakota conditions and given Ralgro implants 
twice during the preweanins period. Inunediately postweaning all 
animals were divided by sex as nearly as possible into eight equal 
eroups . One-half of the animals in each pen were randomly selected 
to be implanted with Synovex accordine to the required sex treat­
ment on the label. The cattle were fed in outside concrete lots 
with fence-line bunks and cable fences. 
The cattle were fed identical diets of 75% Cold-Flo ammonia­
treated corn silage and 25% cracked shelled corn (as fed) plus a 
cornI!l.ercial supplement for the first 73 days . The cattle were then 
switched to a ration of 15% whole shelled corn and 25% of the same 
c.arin � (as - �d l  p.� !..tps:  �e:rc for t,..,.. r�r.,r,{nd:ilr a'f ,::-,,.e 1:rJ..al.e 
The c.a�tlc pr:eviousLy implan�ed wore roimp!�ted a� 'Ch� 3tS.rt ef 
the E i.n.i1t:ihin _pha:a.e. 
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At the conclusion of the feeding trial, the cattle were 
slaughtered at a commercial packing company. · A USDA grader pro­
vided the quality and yield grade information at the packing plant. 
The wholesale rib from one side of each carcass was transported 
to the SDSU meat lab. The rib was used to provide detailed infor­
mation regarding the fat , bone, and lean content of the carcasses. 
In addition , samples were taken from the rib to provide for 
\larner-Bratzler shear , proximate analysis and taste panel evaluation. 
Results 
The mean values for carcass characteristics according to sex 
are reported in Table 14. Bulls and steers were si�nificantly 
heavier and thus produced heavier carcasses than heifers. The 
bulls were about 1% higher in dressing percent than the other sexes. 
The rib eye size was largest for the bulls followed by the steers 
and heifers. Fat thickness showed no significant differences 
among sexes. The heifers had a significantly hieher percentage 
of kidney ) heart, and pelvic fat. The marbling sco?:"es ware highest 
for the heifers followed by the steers. The steers and heifers 
qmUifierl for the USDA �lloice qui:J..i-cy �a.de. wh�� th bu.lls 
�dad hi�h good e Yiald or cuub.;.li �:/ 1?"ade s)·towed no .si13nl"!ioa.n;t 
differan�q a.mong the s-�xe_s. 
Table 15 shows the mean values for the separable lean, fat , 
and bone components of the 9-10-:1 rib. Previous research has 
indicated that the 9-10-11 rib ccmponents are hi�hly (P,. 001) 
rel�te� to corresponding tissue components of t�e total carcass. 
As indicated in Table 15, bulls had a higher percentaee bone than 
the steers or heifers. The bulls had significantly less sub­
cutaneous > intermuscular, and intramuscular fat as well as less 
total fat. Heifers and steers had about the same percent lean, 
whereas bulls had a significantly higher amount of lean. The data 
showed no significant differences for muscle-to-bone ratios among 
the sexes. 
!'"able 16 presents -rha _ere.ns_ory and 1>al-atabil.ity eni:!!"atrtexdrtic:s· 
Df bull., s'te� 3-r.d �if-er c.arc as-es. Thu@: WQ...,'""'1! no ai.,&n!ficant 
differences in any of the values reported in table 16 which indi­
cates no major palatability differences amonr. bulls, steers , and 
heifers. The bulls showed a trend toward decreased tenderness, 
slightly more connective tissue and less flavor desirability. 
However, the bulls showed a trend toward increased overall eating 
desirability and lower cookin1 losses. 
Table 17 displays the mean values for sensory and palatability 
characteristics by sex and hormonal treatment. Sirr,nificant difier­
ences were found with regard to tenderness, in that implanted bulls 
were more tender than their nonim.planted controls , while heifers 
and steers showed the reverse effect wlhen implanted. Juiciness 
and the amount of connective tissue also followed the same trend. 
Overall eatinz desirability also indicated that implanted bulls 
were more desirable than the nonimplanted bulls. However , in the 
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01:l.!3� of th� etOill's and nei:fcr:s � t�e nan.ir.:,_p �ed C3rt.l.� ha.d_ hi her 
ov-c:·\1� res.u- ili1.:y sc re= 1:lun the in ol�nt. � :::art le. l'ru?se .ia.-:-:1 
sugeest that .implanted bulls may more closely r�e�ble steer and 
heifer quality, palatability, and sensory char�c-reristics. 
Table 14 . C.arcass Characteristics of Crossbred Bulls, Steers , 
and Heifers 
T.r,a�--:: 8ul1E St �s Heifers 
Live wt. , lb.*** 1211a 1233a 1127� 
Carcass wt., lb. *** a17a 782a 711 
0r�ss.1ni; pc.wee.ni: 64 . 3  6 3 . 4  63.lb Rib e..}•7 ar�I.l 11 al.* in.*""� 15. la 14 , 3ab 13 . 7  
r�t thiek:n�ss . n. .20 . 21
b 
. 24 
Y..id.ney , fa.t. . "  Q 2. 4,a 2.1a 3. 2b 
l !ill' blln� 
traar1: and pel vie 
6 C,Qt"
-1! .'1 1' Slis:rht+a 0 Sr.tall+ b 
Choice-b 
S.mall-ab 
Choice-�b Quality grade�* Good+a 
Yield grade 1 . 0  
Days of age*"• 
44
la 
P<,OS level �f siE:niiic�ne 
•• Pc.Ol -a��i of ai�ni..:lc.atlee .  
�• ?{.001 leve1 of �isni,f"eance. 
2 ,  b t�n5 nicrh sinil.ar !;1,JpeI"seript letters 
eant ly from e.ac'h t-hi!� (PC. Ol). 
2.0 2.1 
44la 43ob 
do not differ signifi-
Table 15. Mean Values for Separable Components of 9-10-11 Rib 
by Sex 
Trait 
Bone , %* 
Fat, %** 
Subcutaneous , t*** 
Intermuscular, %*** 
Intramuscular , %*** 
Lean , %*** 
Muscle-to-bone ratio 
Bulls Steers Heifers 
ti P <, OS 1a.v l 1:)f �iMific�Q . 
•� P<.O) Je.v�J of 5i&nificar.eo� 
11,H• ?c.001 leve 02 s,l.}inr.fit2.a..nes. 
a,� Me!!..ns wi.�n s.i::iil=� �. �r!it:.t'ip� ie � do not differ signifi­
can-cl) fi'!,m each otJ,e- (smii.11 12 t:i:�a = P<::.05 ;  capital letters 
= P<. 01) . 
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Table 16. Mean Values for Sensory and Palatability Characteristics 
by Sex 
Trait 
Juicinessa 
Tendernessb 
Connective tissue a�ount
0 
Flavor desirability 
Overall desirabilityd 
Cooking loss , % 
Shear , kg. 
5. 4 
5. 3 
4.8 
5 .3  
5 .1  
28. 3 
,.,. • 7 
5.2 
5.8 
5.2 
5. 7 
s.s 
30. 3 
4.0 
5.2 
5. 5 
5 . 2  
5 . 6 
5. 5 
29. 9 
4 .3  
a Extremely dry = 1 ,  slightly juicy = 5 ,  extremelv j uicy = 8. 
b Extremely tough = 1 ,  :llit;htly tender = 5, extre.:'!!Iely tender = 8. 
c Abundant = l > slight = 5 ,  none = 8. d Extremely desirable = 1, slightly desirable = 5 ,  extremely 
desirable = 8. 
Table 17. Mean Values for Sensory and Palatability by Sex and 
Hormonal Treatment. 
!ul_s S'teers Ffe1J.ers 
Cont. Im_pl. �ont. Impl. �ont. Impl. 
Juiciness* s . o\ 5 .  7 
B 
S.2
2 
5.28 S. 4 
5 . �B Tenderness�** 4 .  7' S.9 5.9  5 . 7  6 . oD 5. 
Connective tissue 
. 6 . 1ab s. 1ab s . sb 4. 9ab amount 4. 6a 5.3b 
Flavor desirability 5. 3 · .• 5. 4 5.8B 
S.6
A 
5.7 5.2A 
Overall desirability* 4. 8A 5.4AB 5.6 5.4  B S.7B 5 .3  B 
Cooking loss, i 29. 4 27.2  30. 6 30.0 29.6 30. 2 
Shear ) kg. 4. 9 �. 6 3. 7 IJ .  2 3. 8 4.8 
* P,. 05 *** P<.001. 
a , b Means with similar superscript letters do not differ si�nifi-
cantly from each other ( small letters = P(. 0 5 ; capital letters 
= P<.Ol ) .  
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SOLAR DRYI!m 
R. Hanson 
High moistur.e barley dried in a solar bin. 
Objective of Experiment :  
l. Determine feasibility of direct harvesting of high moisture 
barley and eliminatine one harvesting operation (windrowing). 
2. Determine feasibility of utilizing solar drying system on 
high moisture barley. 
3. Effects on germination and quality of high moisture barley 
dried in a solar drying system. 
Methods and Procedures 
High moisture barley was direct harvested usin� a 105 JD 
Combine and stored in a 23. s i diameter metal dryin3 bin eqµipped 
with a perforated f lpor > stirrat0 t" and 10 I!P centrifugal f�n. 
After filling, the fan and stirrator were started and let run 
continually until graip dried to a safe storage moisture. !lo 
other source of heat .was utilized in this trial other than solar. 
' . 
Bushels of barley dried and KWH used per bushel : 
\Jet bushels in bin 
Moisture at filline 
Moisture when removed 
July 16 
July 24 
Total moisture removed (8 days) 
1<1'7!! used 1560 
ll.J76.88 
25.6% 
11. 5 %  
14.0 % points 
Cost = 1560 K\rrH X • 03 per KHH + $46. 80 
Cost per bu. = $46 .80 T 1476.88 Eu. = .03 per Bu. 
Cost per point = .03 per bu. + 14 pts. reMoved = . 00214 or . 2  of 
one cent 
The effects on germination of hich moisture barley dried in 
a solar bin were favorable. A five-month germination test at 
SDSU Seeds Lab. was 90%. 
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Advantages 
1 .  Less harvesting cost by elimination of windrowing . 
2 .  !fore grain narves1:l;C_ per :il.C!.'4!! �ue o less- ilh.a-nett los--a '3m1 
earlirr h�v-e:s-ti� .. 
3 .  Opens up the possibility of double cropping if moisture is 
available. 
4. Utilizes solar dryer more efficiently. 
Solar Drying Corn : 
2 7 71 . 1J9 Bushels of wet corn was stored in a 23 . 5 '  diameter 
solar dryin� bin equipped with a perforated floor, stirratcl� and 
10 HP centrifugal fan. 
The corn entered the bin at 191 average moisture. The fan 
and stirrat�� �e then started and let run during the day light 
hC!Ul"S when --tll@ OU'tS-id� �!-r -E:lJU!ro.TIJ:r 't"t!ili:!he.d li.0° a:nrl lrt .!!"un 
u.nt 11 5 :  DO p .Jll. l'hi.e- vlit!i dcrre uni::!.1 ea.re �r-0:r.ase meo::.e-tur:a leve-a. 
was reached . 
Averag� \ moistU?"e going into Bin 
Av�_ase l. z:toi..::.-tur �rtcl_ -c! dr-�•in[ 
Total r.ioisture remo'l'ed 
Total l(TllJI used : 230 stirrate't' 
830 fan 
i.JEO Total 
1 , 060 X . 03 per KWH = 31.80 
19.0 
!S .C  
T.1r I points 
31.80 + 2771. 49 Bu. • Cost per bu • •  Ol 
C6st per point . 0025 
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EFFECTS OF RATES . OF NITROGEN ADDITION ON THE 
CONCENTRATION OF NITRATE NITROGEN IN THE SOIL PROFILE 
R. Geiderman , F. Shubeck , B. Lawrensen, P. Carson , 
R. Nettl�ton , R. Schoper , R. Narem and R .  Assmus 
Objectives 
1. Study and record the effects of rates of nitrogen addition on 
the accumulation and movement of HO -N in the soil profile. 
2. Determine the effect of large amounfs of nitrogen fertilizer 
on the pH of the soil 
3. Measure the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen concen­
tration in the leaves. 
4. Determine effects of the treatments on nitrogen concentration 
in the entire plant at maturity 
Materials and Methods 
l. This experiment is located on a Vibor� silty clay loam on the 
southeast corner of the Experiment Farm. Viborg soils are 
deep,friable, moderately well-drained, silty clay loam soils 
developed in a silty cap over glaci_l till. The water table 
flucuates from 3-7 feet in this are . 
2 .  Two experiments are involved in this study, one involving a 
number of low rate ii applications and the other a sequence 
of high N applications. The exper:ir.tents are adjacent and 
related. The high rate experiment began in 1969. The low 
rate experiment began in 1975. 
3. Soil· ·samples in the heavy rates of application were taken to 
a depth of 6 feet each year since 19 69 , except in 1979 when 
they were taken to a depth of 4 feet because of wet soil 
conditions. The No3
-N is repo:-ted to a depth of 4 feet in 
1980. The samples are only being taken to a depth of 4 feet 
in the low rate experiment. 
4. The samples �ere dried as soon as possible after takin3, in 
a forced a.2..� ov�n 2t a �et.:tp�tU?te �o� �o �xee'ed iis� r £  
S • r Ii n:ia:t"!--l"li 't?'"O:. en was 4 el:'CI"'!!l.iJH!.C by --;be n-� e:.r.ol .... cil-r. u.1:phcmia 
acid method until 1973. Since then the nitrate electrode 
method has been used. 
6 .  The longer duration experiment with high rates of nitro�en is 
in ics twelfth year. The nitrogen fertilizer used has been 
a.'llmoniurn. nitrate. The additions of P20s (25 lbs/A) and 
K20 (70 lbs/A) have remained constant on both experiments. 
All plots except the O+O+O treatment have received the same 
amounts of P and K. 
7 .  Leaf samples were taken for analysis when the corn was in the 
early silk stage of growth. The leaf opposite and below the 
ear was taken for the samples. Leaves wer� dried in a forced 
air oven, ground > and nitrogen content determined by the 
Kjeldahl method. 
8. Neither grain nor silage yields were harvested in 1980 due to 
hail dar.tarre. 
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Results and Discussion 
Tests made on the surface samples taken from these plots in 
the sprine of 1980 are shown in Table 18. This table shows varia­
tions found in the oreanic matter , phosphorus, potassium and pH 
tests due to fertilizer treatments. The addition of phosphorus 
and potassium fertilizer has increased the test values. fJote the 
O+O+O treatment as compared to the other treatments. The addition 
of the nitrogen fertilizer has lowered the pH of these soils. 
Note the pH ( S. 7 )  of the 240+25+70 treatment as compared to the 
O+O+O and the 0+25+70 treatments ; which have a p� of 6. 8 and 6.9  
respectively. 
The effects of the fertilizer treatments on the amount of 
N0
3
-N found in the soil after the 1979 crop had been harvested 
and in the spring before the 1990 crop was planted are reported 
in Tables 19 and 20. This provides an epportunity to evaluate 
the effect of the winter months (November-May) on the total N03 -N 
present and its location in the soil profile. More N0
3
-N is found 
in 0-6 layer in the spring than in the fall. This ia likewise 
true for the 6-12 inch layer in most cases. An overall view of 
the effect of the winter and the movement of the N03 
-1·.J in the 
soil can be obtained by looking at the averages of all the treat­
ments. These averages indicate that a movement of �o3-u from 
the lower depths to the surface or near the surface does occur. 
In some cases more !10 -N is found in the I+ foot profile in the 
spring then in the fall. This is probably due to mineralization 
taking place during periods of warr.t weathe_r early in the sprin�. 
A ·supply of 100 lb of No3-N per acre in the top 4 feet of 
soil should provide enough nitro�en to produce 80 to 90 bushel 
of corn per acre without adding any additional nitro�en fertilizer. 
Only the O+O+O and the 20 lbs of M per acre treatments had less 
than 100 lbs of uo3-N per acre accumulated in the top 4 feet 
by the spring of 1980. Unfortunately , hail destroyed the crop 
in 1980 so no yields were taken. Soi l samples were taken in the 
fall of 1980 but have not been tested to date. 
The accumulation of No3-N in these soils provides valuable 
information concernin� manageRent of nitrogen fertility. The 
fact that as the rate of nitro�en addition increased the rate 
of accumulation of I:03 -u also increased , leads to the conclusion that the crops being grown did �ot adequately utilize the nitrogen 
supplied. This was to be expected at the higher rates of appli­
cation but not at the lower rates. However , it should be kept 
in mind that dry weather and hail has limited the yields for the 
past few years except in 1979. 
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'Table 18. Effect of Fertilizer Ttieatments on· Soil Test Values 
1980 
Treatment 
N+P
f
05+K20 O.M. p K pH 
b/A ' lb/A lb/A 
Low Rates* 
O+O+O 3.5 15 645 6.8 
20+25+70 3.3 43 825 6 . 7  
�0+25+70 3.4 38 " 883 6 . 5  
60+25+70 3.3 35 798 6 . 6  
80+25+70 3. 4 35 828 6.4 
High Rat�s** 
0+25+70 2.7 55  795 6.9 
80+25+70 2 . 8  44 925 6 . 5  
160+25+70 2.9 30 808 6.6 
240+25+70 2 . 9  46 780 5.7 
· - The low rat!S of treatments were s tarted in 1975 ** The high r·ates of treatments were started in 1968. 
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Table 19. The Effect of Addine Rates of Nitrogen Fertilizer on the Amount of 
Nitrate-Nitrogen Present in the Fall of 1979 and the Spring of 1980. 
o+o+o 
Deptb Time 
in of SamElins 
Inches F-79 S-80 
0-6 9 13 
6-12 6 9 
12-18 4 5 
18-24 6 4 
24-30 7 4 
30-36 6 4 
36-42 6 4 
42-48 7 4 
0-24 25 31 
24-48 26 16 
0-48 51 47 
AHOUHT OF NITROGEN APPLIED EA:H YEAR IN POUNDS PER AC.?'E* 
20+0+0 40+0+0 
Time Time 
of Sam:elin� of Sarn:eling 
F-79 S-80 F-79 S-80 
tm3 -N lb/A 
15 32 8 59 
10 15 8 20 
10 6 5 7 
6 4 6 5 
9 4 1 5 
10 lf 7 4 
14 4 8 5 
15 4 10 6 
41 57 27 91 
48 16 32 20 
89 73  59 111 
60+0+0 
Tir.i.e 
of SanEling 
F-79 S··80 ---
10 72 
8 21 
6 9 
11 7 
14 8 
15 a 
15 12 
11.J 15 
35 109 
58 4 3  
93 152 
80+0+0 
Time 
of Sam2linei 
f .. 79 S-80 
9 86 
9 26 
7 9 
12 9 
13 11 
14 12 
15 11 
14 10 
35 130 
56 44 
91 174 
Average 
F-79 S-80 
10 52 
12 18 
6 7 
8 6 
10 6 
10 6 
12 
12 8 
80 110 
* Treatments have been repeated on the same plots for the past 5 years (1975-1980). 
.=t 
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Table 20 , The Effect of Adding Hi�h Rates of Nitrogen* Fertilizer over an 11 year Period 
on the Amount of Uitrate-Nitrogen Present in the Fall of 1 £ 7 9  <..:.l!d the Spring of 1980. 
Amount of JTitroien Applied Each Year in Pounds Per Acre 
"0epth O+O+O 80+0+0 
in Ti.me of Sarn�lin� Time of Sa�ElinE 
Inches F-79 S-80 F-79 S-80 
N03-u 
0-6 7 21 12 104 
6-12 5 11 12 23 
12-18 5 4 12 22  
18-24 6 4 31 31 
24-30 1 4 48 44 
30-36 7 s 44 44 
36-42 10 8 42  36  
4 2-48 14 9 38 34 
0-24 23 40 67 180 
24-4. 8  3 8  2 6  172 158 
0-48 62 66 2 3 9  338 
Time of Nov. May 
Sampling 1979 1980 
* Treatments have been repeated on the same 
160+0+0 
Time of Sam12ling 
F- 7.9 S-80 
lb/A 
45 166 
47 70 
46 7 4  
101 96 
127 102 
133 105. 
123 9 7  
107 90 
239 
' ·  
40€ 
490 194 
729 800 
240+0+0 
Time of SamElin� 
F-79 s-·ao 
7 5  157 
99 77 
75  55 
12'+ 91 
169 96 
162  105 
13 2 150 
201 139 
273 380 
620 '+90 
993 8 7 0  
" , .. , . . 
Average 
F-�7 9 s-oo 
35 112 
41 4 5  
35  39  
66  5 6  
88 6 2  
87 65 
11 73 
90 68 
519 520 
plots for. the past 12  years (1968-1980 ). 
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HIGH pH - PHOSPHATE CARRIER EXPERIMENT 
P. Carson, R. Gelderman , F. Shubeck , B .  Lawrensen , 
R .  Assmus ,  R. Harem, R. Nettleton and H. Kittems 
The: objective- of tltis !!X'P�il �l!'t. ·es 'to dat�'!D:i.n� 1-r lle!'ltcin 
p�asphcru� carriers w�re mQ�e effeative i� c::...nc�eaEing g.:ro�h 
and yield ·of �orn grown on hi3h pH soils. 
Methods and Materials 
1. The experiment was established on a Viborg silty loam 
(Pachic Haplustolls). Viborg soils are nearly black with 
thick surface horizons occurrin� on level to �ently sloping 
surfaces in sli�ht depressions , swales ,  and heads of drain­
age ways .  This site was alon: a draina�e way. 
2. The tests on sanples taken from this site at plantini time 
are as follows : 
Soluble 
Depth in Noi-n O.M. p K pH Salts Texture 
Inches 1 /A % lb/A lb/A rnmhos/cm 
0-6 8 3  3.7 42 778  7 . 7  1.5 silt loaJ"ll 
6-24 163 
The pH values remained fairly constant to a depth of 4 feet 
except o� the west side of the experi�en� where a pH ereater 
than 8. 0 was encountered at all depths except the 0-6 inch 
depth. The soluble salt content increased with 'depth. At 
most sa�plin� sites, the concentration of salts at the 4 
foot depth was considered hieh enough to interfere with the 
growth of corn. 
3. The corn variety used was Pioneer 3732 planted at 17 ,000 
seeds per acre on May 15th • .Counter insecticide was applied 
at the recommended rates and no herbicide was used. Heed 
control was reasonably good. 'The stand was fairly uniform 
and insept damage was mini�al. 
4. Two hail storms seriously damaged the crop and probably caused 
part of the relatively lar�e experimental error. The supply 
of available water was limited du�ing the last part of July 
and the first part of August. 
5. Three rates of phosphorus fertilizer application were made. 
lb of P
2
o5 per acre 
(1) 10 
(2 ) 20 
( 3 )  40 
3 6  
.. 
6. The� fertilizer materials used to supply the ra�es of P205 
applied are as follows : 
(1 )  17-44-0 
( 2 )  18 -46-0 
(3 ) 11-48-0 
( 4) 0··45-0 
{5 )  0 · 0-0 
E!l 
1. 5 
a . o 
4.0 
2 . 8  
Ammonium nitrate was used to make the amount of nitrogen 
applied to each plot equal, The 17-44-0 is an experimental 
fertilizer and was supplie� by the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
7. Leaf samples were taken at silking time for plant analysis. 
These analyses have not been completed �o date. 
8. The corn yields were harvested by hand an September 17th. 
Results and Discussion 
The effects �f the rates of phosphorus application and the 
types of fertilizer materials used to supply the phosphorus on 
the yields of corn are shown in Table 20. 
This data shows that the added phosphorus fertilizer increased 
the yields of corn when 20 and 40 lb of P2o5 was applied per acre. 
It also shows that the type of fertilizer material used, �akes a 
large difference in the a.mount of yield increase. The 17-�4-0 type 
fertilizer was more effective in raising corn yields than were any 
one of the other three fertilizers. The 17-44-0 fertilizer mater­
ial is relatively more acid than the other phosphorus materials. 
Possibly the lower pH enhances the availability of the phosphorus 
in a high pH soil It is hoped this experiment can be continued 
in 1981 to determine if these yield trends continue . 
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T11blc ,1. Th� !ff�-:: a£ flr..osp.horus �t>pl:ed and 'the C,;r!"ifill Used 
to Supply the Phospho1 ·s or, tn@ Yie!ld** of Corn . 
SE Fa-TTi ,  1980 . 
' '  
Treatment 
lb of P2
05/A 
o• 
10 
20 
40 
Average 
Phosphate Fertilizer Material 
17-Jflf-0 18-46-0 ll-48-0 o-a.s-o 
bu/A 
69 69  6 9  69  
79  68 61 69 
83 71 88 82  
8 9  7 3  .,. 6  !! 
84 71 75 73  
Average 
6 9  
6 9  
81 
7 7  
* A 'trea: ont uitboLL't any ilic!dec I e?"'tili:;:;er wll.G }l!'.'_es en't in ea.ch 
blor]c of �u_�-=er 1:'!"'e�.me..'"lt • The �epor�'!ii yield lB an 
average of these 9 treatments. 
** Yields calculated o� a moisture content of 15\ .  
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